The Master Panel is located in the vicinity of the podiums. The Secondary Panels are located by each entrance.

The lighting system has four preset scenes that are stored in the four memory banks that correspond to the buttons on the panels.

Scene One is Work Lights; all fluorescent lights on.  
Scene Two is Bright Projection; center fluorescents on and down lights at 100%.  
Scene Three is Dimmed Projection; fluorescents off and down lights at 50%.  
Scene Four is Blackout; all lights off. *In rooms 1130 and 1150 the wall wash lights are activated on this preset for stair safety reasons. Please, do not use the Master Panel to turn these lights off when this scene is active.*

The scenes can be modified using the Master Panel controls which are located under the flip up cover.  
The lighting scenes can also be selected from the first Tech page on the Touch Screen.

The fifth button is a shutdown button which turns off the lights and the displays in the classrooms. **Be very careful not to activate this button during your class** because, it will cause a five minute delay in your presentation. The projectors go through a three and a half minute cool down cycle before they can be restarted and they have a 45 second warm up before they display your images.